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SClretirres friendly reviewers perceive one I 5 shortcanings rrore
acutely than hostile ones. That is because they have taken the pains
to get inside one's argtnnent and so are in a position to notice each
srrall step that need not have been taken; to sense the small non seq
uitors; to question the dubious choices, and propose better alterna
tives. I suppose that this is what Bakhtin rreant when he insisted
that agreem=nt, not just disagreerrent, is a dialogic relation.

cathy Popkin, Alfred Rieber, and Freeman Dyson all sense a larger
agenda in my book, especially in its concept of prosaics. (As one of
my students once camented about M?by-Dick: Melville was not interest
ed only in whales, he had other fish to fry.)

It is entirely correct that I did have other purposes in mind when
I wrote Hidden in Plain View. To a considerable extent, those other
purposes drew rre to Tolstoy and continue to do so. I sensed in War
and Peace an i.ITp::>rtant set of ideas that, while in sare sense t..i.rre
less, also have a special relevance for "us" today. By "us " I rrean
not only scholars in the b.I!Tla11.ities, but also the wider world of cul
tural thought.

I wanted to understand Tolstoy's pers~ve fran within, sort out
what was valuable fran what was not, and then think further with that
revised viewpoint. Hidden is devoted prirrarily to the first goal,
and only secondly and occasionally to hints about how Tolstoy·s ideas
might be extended.

At the sarre ti..m= I was ~rking on Hidden, I was also ~rking with
caryl Eirerson on a study of Bakhtin, who, we believed, shared not on
ly important parts of Tolstoy t s perst;:eCtive but also a key idea I
have called "prosaics. II By assessing prosaics as it was variously
developed by bNo original and idiosyncratic thinkers, I hoped to see
it in greater depth, and to "triangulate" it in the hope that it
might lead to still rrore insights.

SUCh a process is l:xJund to change the ideaj indeed, if it does not,
the process has failed. Eakhtin refers to "two aspects that define
the text as utterance: its plan (intention) and the realization of
this plan. 'Their divergence can reveal a great deal." 1 In the course
of 'WOrking on these two beaks, in writing a couple of articles on
"prosaics," and of preparing a study of Anna Karenina, my sense of
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prosaics has i.ndeed changed . criticisms and suggestions like the
ones offered in this forum continue to be enoIlTOUsly helpful.

Chronocentrisrn

In working out this idea, I wanted to avoid a pitfall into which
theorists often fall, into which sore have argued it is impossible
not to fall. I have in mind the danger of readi..ng into an author
only the views one already holds and of seeing in an author only
\tt1at one already knc:Ms. If one does that, and i£ one believes that
one cannot help doing that, reading can teach nothing new. Because
I am old-fashioned enough to try to derive wisdcm fran literary
works, I try so far as is possible to understand writers in their
own terms before I enter into dialogue with them.

What I wanted to avoid, then, was a kind of id.eolcgical criticism
that is very ec:mron tcday. For all the talk of "otherness" in lit
erary theory, critics who brandish the tenn often find in authors on
ly that old familiar otherness which is already a part of themselves,
an otherness that is not really otother" at all. An author is judged
progressive or reactionary, episternically enlightened or benighted,
fran sare st.andp:)int sancti£ied by the current values of literary or
thcx1axy, and so criticism takes on the tone either of a defense attor
ney's brief or of a jcurnalistic expose. '!his sort of criticism
might be called an exarrple of otchronocentri..sm ll (by analogy to ethno
centrism). It sacrifices what I take to be a special reward of lit
erary education: the experience of encountering and considering other
viewpoints, other perspectives, other sets of values or, for that
matter, one's own values worked out in surprising ways in an alien
milieu. As Bakhtin wc:uld say, S"u.ch criticism knc:Jws cm.ly one individ
ualizing principle: error. It c.oes not enlarge our sense of the pos
sibilities of humanity, and its assumption that current critics are
wiser than great authors, deprives us of the real challenges that
literature might provide to current pieties.

To be sure, seeing the \>.Orld as nuch as ~si.ble fran within the
author's standpoint shoo.ld not be the final step. One also wants to
return to one's own, see the now well-understood (or better under
stood) perspective of the author through one I s own eyes, and indeed,
see one's own perspective through the author's eyes. Bakhtin called
this process "creative understanding." And one can go further: to
see Tolstoy I s perspectives not only through one' s own eyes but also
through Dostoevsky's (or any other writer's) eyes; to extend roth
their argurrents; and to inagine how they wcW.d have refomtUlated them
in light of each other' 5 abjections (real or iIragined) and in light
of later events they never lived to see. If one cannot do that with
an author, the author remains just a rrcrl1.1mmt or, as in rruch nodern
criticism, an object lesson. (1'oDdern criticism seems to echo Onegin:
ego prirrer cJ.rusim nauka.) under such circumstances, literature has
lost its function of enriching our rroral and social sense of other
people.



'!his is all rather a long digression to explain Why I chose in
Hidden to use the technique Rieber calls an inTnanent critique, with
the added correction that in Hidden there is proportionally rrore im
rranence than critique. Not that the criticisrn is entirely absent;
in the first chapter, I tried to convey sare irony toward Tolstoy's
deathbed tribunes and other acts of posing, and in the course of an
alyzing war and Peace, I occasionaJ.ly alla,.aj myself irony and .in
sane cases even outright criticism, usually consigned to footnotes.
But such passages are rare because I was trying to see the ~rld

through Tolstoy' 5 eyes. 2

Every rrethod has its disadvantages, and the one I chose rrore or
less precluded distinguishing my CMn views carefully enough fran
Tolstoy 's. If my views had been rrore hostile to Tolstoy's, such
distinctions wculd have been easy. But they ~e and are not; rath
er, they constitute a fonn of dialogic agreerrent, agreerrent with
reservations and stipulations Tolstoy ~d not have accepted,
agreerrent with updating qualifications. And this I failed to con
vey, as the replies to Hidden illustrate. In my att.en'pt to avoid
attributing my own fom of prosaics to Tolstoy, I gave the impres
sion of entirely accepting his, which I do not.

Prosaics and Its O::cupational Hazards

SO I would now like to supply what my book. lacks. Popkin writes
with the shre~ss that is her signature: "'!he fore~rd to Hidden
in Plain View disavows adherence to the tenets of any theoretical
or critical school; but to what extent is it the book I S program to
establish one? or am I reading into this bcx:lk what I ]mow to be a
broader concern of M:>rsonls? Is this exposition of Tolstoy's philo
sophical and aesthetic project p.lrely descriptive? And what \\O.1ld
the nonrative force of prosaics be for literary narrative in gener
al?" Popkin I s phrasing - a question that seem to w:mder whether
it is rhetorical - is exactly right. I am not trying to establish
a school, \'hich in current Arrerican parlance would rrean a group
that "applies a rrethod.. II Prosaics itself would suggest that that is
a bad way to investigate literature. But I am trying to propose a
sort of alternative to schools in that sense by defending and ad
vancing a perspective that has in fact been around for a long ti.rre and
is represented teXiay by various thinkers in diverse fields. I \>eUUld
like to underscore what these thinkers have in ccmron (without flat
tening out their differences) so that "dotted lines" can be drawn
fran their various positions. By supplying a narre to this perspec
tive, I hope to make it nore self-conscious, nore aware or itself as
an alternative to current trends, and nore confident in generating
new insights fran an already existing set of approaches.

'!he term "prosaics" has a double derivation. As opposed to
"poetics," it is a theory of literature that takes prose on its own
terms and seeks to explore the special character of great prose lit
erature, especially the novel. '!he great theorist of prosaics is
Bakhtin, which is why Enerson and I chose to call our forthcaning
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1::x:>ok Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics. SeCondly, as a view of the
~rld, prosaics is characterized (1) by a suspicion of all-enbracing
systems and a respect for all that eludes them, and (2) by a reluc
tance to equate the noticeability of events with their inqx>rtanee.
Fran this latter tendency, prosaics derives its focus on the ordi
nary and "prosaic" events of daily life. war and Peace and Anna
Karenina. are cardinal texts of prosaics as a view of the wor~ In
fact, I think that Russian literature and thought are especially
rich .in prosaic insights, which perhaps developed as a coonter-trend
to the dctni.nant ideolOjical strands of Russian thought. D:lstoevsky
once observed that a Russian intellectual is sareone who can read
Darwin and decide to becare a picJq:xx:ket; Russian prosaic thinkers -
Tolstoy I Herzen I d1ekhov, Bakhtin and others - respond with a prin
cipled suspicion of what Bakhtin called "theoretism."

Dyson, as usual, p.1ts his finger precisely on one aspect of the
prosaic sense of the world~ he cites Bacon: 'lillie subtlety of na
ture is greater many tirres over than the subtlety of the senses and
understanding." What Baaon says of nature, I wa.l1d say of "culture rl

and "literature. II And so I \IoOUl.d also adapt Dyson I S other citation
fran Bacon: "For God forbid that we should give out a dream of our
awn imagination for a pattern of the literary ~rk. II Dyson t s took,
Infinite in All Directions, is itself one of the subtlest works in
the tradition I am advocating; and his earlier study Weapons and
~ not coincidentally contains sore of the rrost rerrarkable prcrl
ucts of a "creative understanding" of War and Peace.

Dyson I s anecdote aba.1t h.ilTIself and another future physicist as
boys also captures a debate in which prosaics is engaged. One boy
wants to know the laws that make t.l-te stars nove, the other wants to
knCM their narres. Chen Ning Yang wants to see what is generalizable,
Dyson what is particular: and Dyson today tells us that even the
hardest of the hard sciences requires both efforts. still rrore,
then, rrust the hurmnities cultivate an appreciation of the particu
larities.

In a similar spirit, Stephen Jay Gould has also argued that one
characteristic of evolutionary biology and paleontology is that a
sense of contingency, of what cannot be reduced to the sirrple un
folding of t.i.Ireless laws, is absolutely essential to those disci
pli.nes, and that we do a disservice to science to assurre that it is
all cartesian, all like Chen Ning Yang. Evolutionary biology rrust
be understood as in a deep sense historical, that is, dependent on
contingent events that no rrethod can eliminate or thi.nk away.

If natural entities nust be understood as historical in this
sense, still Il'Ore rrust cultural entities. For when t-.e examine cul
ture and literature, we are deal iog with people, after all, and
people have choice, history, everythi.ng that Bakhtin rreans by tl sur_
prisingness" and "unfinalizability •" 'lhe dream of general laws of
culture and society (in the strong sense of laws) looks increasingly
like a mirage, as does the belief in a hidden system beneath the
chaos of the world that ultimately "explains It everythi.ng. '!hese are



prirre examples of the semiotical totalitarian i.rrpulse. '!hat impulse
is what the underground man has in mind when he speaks of the "table
of logarithms," and what Tolstoy has in mind when he writes that if
life could ever be exhaustively explained by reason, the possibility
of life would be destroyed.

Freud was very far fran prosaics in declaring that there are abso
lutely no accidents in the psyche, and that every act of forgetting
is the result of an intention to forget. If this were tnJe, i t ~d
be pointless to try to design autaIDbiles or air traffic controls
with the aim of mi.ni.roizing unintentional error. Unprosaic, too, is
the Freudian t1 scientific" pride in denying the humanist idea of re
sponsibility and freedcmj as is the entire "therapeutic" view of hu
rran l.Ue. 3 Perhaps these views account for Bakhtin I s dislike of
Freudi.ani.sm and explain why he dwells so long and so brilliantly on
Dostoevsky' 5 staterrent that "I am not a psychologist."

Fortunately, rreny Freudians, and even Freud himself, are incon
sistent on these points. But so long as they adhere to the spirit
of their school, it is hard to see how they could offer an alterna
tive to it. Semiotic totalitarians often try to have it both ways,
offering ad hoc qualifications without renouncing "ultimate" adher
ence to an all-embracing system. The qualifications are welcare,
but so long as the view is maintained that knowledge to be real
rrust be sytematic and describe its abject as a system, the way to
a real alternative perspective on knowledge is blocked.

In their qualifications, such thinkers resemble the generals in
War and Peace '...no claim to believe in a science of strategy but
then say one cannot push i. 'to too far, without saying what sort of
knowledge their "science" ::-.~n .becOlleS. It will be recalled that
Prince Andrei (and Tolstoy) prefer Pfuhl, who rrakes no concessions,
and so at least, lets us see the consequences of his position. ('ttl.e
early Russian Forrralists ~re similarly consistent in an untenable
position, ....nich is one reason that Bakhtin and M=dvedev judged them
significant and ~rthy opponents.)

sartre advances much the sane criticism of "Marxism with conces
sions, II the qualified assertion that everything "ult.inately" fits
the laws of history Marx discovered, despite such ~rtant acci
dents as the Napoleonic wars. Like Tolstoy, sartre is a marvelous
satirist in these passages. Marxists, he writes, tend to see only
wtlat can be "denatured" or "dissolved in a bath of sulphuric acid"
to fit their laws, and then proceed by t1getting rid of the particu
lar by defining it as the simple effect of chance. ,,4 But this
chance is denied any rich definition - it is infinitely far fran
Tolstoyls "for scxre reason" - not to rrention any real effective
ness. Having made these observations, sartre, rather disa~int

ingly, suggests that v.e need to supplerrent Marxism with Freudian
ism - to correct the limitations of one system by integrating it
with another, which is rather like rerredying astrology with a dose
of alchemy. It is what we so often get when literary theorists of
fer us (as Pangloss or Polonius might have) combinations of
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fashionable schools, so that when scrneone joined Freudianism with
narratology, or deconstruction with Marxism, he could~ regard
as an innovator. Nevertheless, t\...-::l half truths do not make a whole
one.

Let Ire stress: prosaics suggests that knowledge to be real does
not have to be a system; neither nust its object be in'agined as a
system. After all, m:>st of the la10wledge we use in our ~day
life is not a system, and it is nonetheless quite valuable.

OJrrent ethical theory embraces a rroverrent that Bakhtin and Tol
stoy \oJOUld likely have admired. It argues, as Levin and Pierre
learn, that ethics mIst not be viewed as the discovery and applica
tions of tiIreless nonns. Rather, it consists of a deepening under
standing of particular cases, as Aristotle suggested long ago. '!his
tx'sition does not imply that general staterrents are of no value; on
the contraJ:y, in understanding the circumstances that have prorrpted
them, one can learn a great deal and in seeing where they fail, a
gcod deal m:>re. Norms can help us to sharpen our ethical sense of
particular situations and real people in all their unrepeatability,
which is what real ethics, real "oughtness, n is all about. '!he
sane point applies to the humanities generally. 5

But every view of the ....orld has its "occupational hazards, It pro
saics included. By "occupational hazards" I mean the mistakes that
are likely to arise fran a strong theory when it is pushed too far
or inproperly applied, the blindnesses that are the other side of its
insights. Every theory, I imagine, has such occupational hazards.
For prosaics, the terrptations are to rrake a system out of avoiding
system, a categorical refusal to believe that noticeable or great
events could ever be inportant, and, perhaps, to errbrace a fonn of
nihilism that is hostile to the very spirit of prosaics itself. Tol
stoy clearly succurrbed to these temptations at tines, and Rieber de
tects a similar deviation in Ire. In failing to distinguish my views
frem Tolstoy 1 6 clearly encugh, I have evidently given cause for Such
an interpretation. So I would like to clarify what I really do rrean
and where I part carpany with Lev Nikolaevich.

carol !my cites Sir Isaiah Berlin I S fanous classification of
thinkers into faxes and hedgehogs. I ~d adjust Berlin I s idea to
say: Tolstoy l;,6,5 by t.emperarIl:nt a hedgehog I who discovered the value
of foxiness. He was often tarpted to rrake a system of it - to
"hedgehogize" the fox - mi.ch led him rather i.nconsistently to his
radical historiographical ni.hi.lism. Incidentally, Tolstoy himself
was aware of this danger, which is why he satirized it, even if he
yielded to it. For exarrple, when Levin is writing his l:xx::lk on agri
culture, he cares to realize that there can be no "general theory"
of the subject; but then he sarehow firrls himself dreaming of tunl
ing that insight into a general theory that should save the ~rld 
which will henceforth be indebted to Kostya, who was refused by the
Shche.I:batsky girl. (My private title for his bJoIc at this stage is
What Is Agriculture?)



To~ Rieber directly, then: I do not think that 'Iblstoy was
right in arguing against the very possibility of rreaningful histori
cal research. Prosaics should lead to a deep skepticism, not the
sort of nihilism Tolstoy succumbed to. '!hat is one place where I
part carpany with Lev Nikolaevich and join forces with Rieber, fran
whan I have leazned so much; another is when Tolstoy categorically
denies the possibility that great rren or great events can be e£fec
tive. A better position ~d be a principled suspicion: perhaps
great events in history or our own individual lives seem iIrportant
because they are so noticeable or nerrcrable, and it would probably
pay to see whether in fact the sum total of small events was rrore
effective, even if it is hard to make a good and coherent story
frem them. But prosaics ~d not deny the very possibility of
great events being effective. Similarly, prosaics, v.hen true to
its spirit, does not deny that systems ever exist. What it denies
is that they can be presurred to exist, that behind all apparent
chaos there rrust be an order. 'Ibus, it enphatically does not fol
low from the fact that serre forgetting is Freudian that all of it,
or even rrost of it, rust be. And in culture, when systems do exist
they are (as Bakhtin liked to write) probably less "systenatic"
than they at first seem. '!hey are in any case not given but cre
ated (ne dan, a sozdan). 'That is, they are always the result of hu
man ~rk, the real effort of real people in real particular circtmi
stances, not just the manifestation of a hidden pattern always there
to be discovered. Prosaics is especially suspicious of all attenpts
to reduce creativity to me:.re di.scove.Iy or to regard the outcane of
m.L1tiple choices as preordained si.rrply because in retrospect one can
make a neat story out of that assumption.

In fact, I have very little quarrel with the practice of current
historians; on the contrary, ! wish literary theorists, especially
those who appeal to History, ~d saretimes be rrore like them. My
real target in the last three pages of Hidden and in my articles on
prosaics in '!he Arrerican Scholar and in the first issue of The Tol
stoy Studies Journal was the predaninant trends and representatives
of 'Iheory today. serre are semiotic totalitarians (with or without
"concessions": semiotics with a hurran face) and those who are not
tend to be radical relativists, which is s.in1?ly semiotic totalitar
ianisn in another fonn. Positive dogrn3.tists are answered by nega
tive dcgrretists in an endless spiral of oneupsmanship. Both are
equidistant frc:rn prosaics. '!he radical relativists share with the
system-builders the assumption that knowledge to be real IlUSt be
systemic; they sinply deny that such knowledge is possible. Cl1e
group is like Pierre when he imagines that he is "l'russe Besouhof,"
the other is like Pierre when he decides that since everything is
relative then II it I S all the sane, II all a matter of point of view or
sheer ~.

But what if knowledge does not have to be systemic? What i£ the
literary text is neither a purely free play of rreanings in which
anyt.h.i.ng that suits one's interests goes nor a system with a hidden
key? What if great 1iterature is richer than the theories we devise
to explain it and, to be up-to-date, replace it? When Robert Alter
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recently argued as ITUCh in '!he pleasures of Reading in an Ideologi
cal Age (NY: Sim:m and Schuster, 1989), his point was received as a
slap in the face of academic orthodoxy. Fifteen or b;enty years ago,
A1ter' s point ~d have been as uncontroversial as a defence of
rrotherhood, whereas today it is as controversial and as reactionary
as - as a defence of rrotherhood.

Systems, Patterns, and Emergent Meanings

Popkin, Any, Anna Tavis, and Frank Silbajoris (in his review in
Slavic and East E?rropean Jeurna.l) all focus on another IIprosaic II

thesis of my book. I am afraid I did not explain with sufficient clar-
ity. In the section of Hidden devoted to Tolstoy's "creation by p0
tential, II a rrethod Tolstoy draITatized as one way to illustrate prosaic
insights about tine, I contend that Tolstoy developed a way to take
advantage of the accidents inherent in the creative process - the
drop of wax on Mikhailov I S canvas. Creation by potential is opposed
to creation by pre-planned suuctw:'e, because stnlcture eliminates
the sort of contingency cultivated by Tolstoy's rrethod, a method in
which it is essential that the author not know the outcare of events.
If he does, Tolstoy felt, his narrative violates the q;::enendedness of
each present m::rrent, which always contains nultiple possibilities. As
Tolstoy argues over and over again, when one narrates with the eventuality
that happened to result fran an event already in mind, one narrates
anachronistically and closes dcMn the event's nultiple possibilities.
As Bakhtin would foonulate the point, to capture the "eventness" of
events, one ITUSt recognize that the plot is only one of many possible
plots.

Of course, different ~rks or genres may represent the present as·
rcore or less open: oedipus the King, it wc:uld seem, depends on a rrax
im3l closure of t.irre, because the ~k f S considerable dramatic irony de
pends on our knowing the inevitable outcaTe of events in advance, and
without such an inevitability the rreaning of the ~rk wo.J1d be quite dif
ferent. Bakhtin' s characterization of novels, and still nore of the ~
lyphonic novel, specifies ~rks in which t.i.Ire is, by eatparison with oth
er genres, IMXi.rra.lly open. It seems to ne that for Tolstoy even the nov
el closed dDIIoIn t.iIre too ITUlch -- for ~le, by depending too rrnch an
foreshadowing, which sm.1ggles later rreaning into present events. 'rhus,
he decided to take the genre rruch farther in the direction it was already
going. He arrived at a form so far beyond the novel as he knew it that
he insisted his book was "not a novel"; but at the sane ti.Ire we can rec
cgnize it as ultra-novelistic - "as large as life and twice as natural,"
as a character in the Alice books observes. War and Peace has so ITllch
novelness that its author felt it had to be read differently fran the
great novels he knew.

In reply, critics have pointed to nurrerous passages in war and Peace
and in Anna Karenina that do not seem to depend on a sense of pre
planned structure. No one who writes on Tolstoy is better at detecting
such evidence and understancling its rich rreani.ngs than Silbajoris.



"To take just one example," Silbajoris writes, "we might consider
the punishrrent of Kuragin. It is really not at all important for the
outline of events that Kuragin who carre to offer himself as a suitor
to Princess Marya of the heavy tread, bounded up the stairs three
steps at a tirre in Bald Hills, played footsie with M3.denoiselle Bour
ienne, later seduced Natasha during a ballet, and finally lost his
leg at Borodino. '!he sequence does make a sustained ironic FOint,
becares a device akin to Tolstoy I s repeated physical details. Of
similar value is the rrctif of birth and death and the closed or open
door that recurs with Andrei at his crucial m:m:mts, and many other
such repetitions arrounting in the end, to a systan that still awaits
. . "6mquuy.

I think. any perceptive reader of Tolstoy will recCx:JIlize that, as
S.il..bajoris maintains, such repetitions are ccmocm in War and Peace
and Anna. Karenina. And the one a1:x:Jut Kuragin I s leg is a particularly
superb example, ~ch is (so far as I know) Silbajoris I s discovery.
'!here is no doubt that such repetitions exist and that they make an
ironic IX'int. But the question is whether they establish a "system."
Do these examples render untrue the thesis that Tolstoy created by
:r;otential, that is, that he wrote without l<nl::Ming in advance how he
\'oUUld (or whether he would) exploit particular details? Is it not
still possible that instead of planning in advance the structure in
to Miich a detail ~d fit he planted e1errents of IX'tential use,
.sare of which he found ways to exploit and sare of which remained un
realized; and that both the tapped and untapped potentials were part
of his special open. design?

In daily li£e, ~ often. repeat ourselves. To our dismay, we rec
ognize that ~ make the sarre old mistakes, that \\lie have verbal tics
often at cross purposes to our intentions, and that our habits lead
us to actions that, if they appeared in a novel, might appear planned
in advance. But we know that they were not planned in advance. With
out strocture or pre-planning by anyone, habits establish a certain
consistency of action that surfaces and resurfaces at cdd rrcrrents.
And it is probably for the gcod that we cannot plan our lives in ad
vance, because then we could not learn from experience even to the
extent that we do; and our lives, which ~d simply unfold like a
rrovie ~ taped long ago, would not really be lived. Nevertheless,
cur lives are rran.i.festly characterized by repetitions and regulari
ties, which make it IX'ssible for other people to rely an us (to the
extent that they do).

Neither repetitians nor characteristics prove a pre-planned
structure. Weather has a certain overall regularity we call cli
mate, even though that overall regularity has defeated all attempts
at long-tenn weather forecasting. Authors have certain stylistic
habits that often. blind them to better solutions. Professions often
have an ethos that creates certain familiar rhythms and patterns. we
all have characteristic ways of behaving, and ~ have enonrous diffi
culty changing them even when we beccme aware that they exist and
that they may be harmful. Although in retrospect, a person with an
eye for a gocx:1 story could lend a Sophoclean irony to our lives, in
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doing so he ~ld be decisively changing them. In short, it is en
tirely possible to have repetitions without an advance plan, struc
ture, or system in the strong or non-trivial sense of those teDns.

My thesis was that 'Iblstoy cla..irred to be writing the way Rostov
leaxned to be a good soldier - that is, by not planning in advance,
but by trusting to his skills and lat.oriously acquired habits to
take advantage of opportlmities as they arise. The difference of
coorse, is that Tolstoy, unlike Rostov, also creates those opporbJ
nities. In doing so, Tolstoy did not know ~t they \'O.lld lead to,
but rather sensed that they had rich potential for interesting de
partures in unforseen circumstances. And my thesis is that those
favorable and surprising circumstances also did arise (i£ they had
not, the \o,Urk would have been a failure) .

Thus, examples such as the ones Silbajoris offers are canpatible
either with the thesis of system or with that of creation by poten
tial. What, then, tells us how Tolstoy created (or, rrore accurately,
how 'TOlstoy wanted us to assurre he created)? To begin with, Tolstoy
ITE.de a point of saying in his essay "Sore ~rds about the Book War
and Peace, II published while the work was still being serialized-,
that he does not know in advance what will happen to his characters;
but I admit that that is "external evidence" (even if sc::m= of these
staterrents also appear in draft prefaces that Tolstoy apparently
considered publishing as part of the work itself). At least as im
portant is internal evidence: all the scenes of rich potential not
exploited. war and Peace is rich in characters introduced with-
great fanfare but who never reappear and in events (like the porten
tous encounter of Prince Andrei with Prince Dolgoruky, which seens
to set the stage for a dramatic cCli-:rontation be~ the tv.u proud
rren) that have written all ever t...~em - "Pay attention! '!his is im
portant, like the pie Pip gives to a convict" - but which lead to
nothing or nothing camensurate. Initial reviewers (and today's un
dergraduates) experience this aspect of the work keenly, even i£ we •
scholars who have read the book long ago and taught it too frequen
tly see it through the obscuring glasses of rerrembered rnerrories and
reinterpreted reinterpretations. 7

It is to all those wasted potentials, the fact that the text is a
fabric of lost as well as found threads, that seem to verify Tolstoy's
claim. Tolstoy himself caments on nurrerous habits of thought that
find order by "stencil work," that is, by excluding evidence of dis
order, TIUlch as Freudians take significant errors as proof that there
can be no other kind. It seems to ITS that both War and Peace and
Anna Karenina exploit potentials for just the sort of irony that 5i1
bajoris detects, but that those patterns are not offered as the result
of a preconceived design. In fact, they seem all the rrore powerful
if one accepts that there was no preconceived design. They becare
proof that 'Iblstoy was, 1ike Rostov and Mikhailov, effective when un
forseen opportunities arose.

we know that in daily li£e incidents often seem striking that do
not seem so when we narrate them: "you have to have been there, It \..e



say. Q1e camon reason for this divergence is that, as experienced,
the event was impressive because it actually happened as it might
have been described in a story; or it was inpressive because it hap
pened when we~ that nothing urmsual ~d happen at alL But
once one narrates such an occurence , it al.ready is in a story, and
arr audience knows that sarething unusual rrust have happened, or
what wcW.d be the point of telling arout it at all? (Shaggy dog
stories depend on such an expectation by defeating it.) ~t Tol
stoy discovered was a way to defeat such expectations, to avoid
smuggling later rreaning into events , without rraking his 'MJrk unin
teresting or unreadable, that is, without rraking it into a shaggy
dog story with rroderni.st pretensions.

Let Ire also offer an analogy to the problem Silbajoris raises.
Gould argues that defenders of evolution misunderstand it when they
offer as proof an organism I s perfect design, the opti.m3.1 solution
to a problem. For t;:erfect design is also obviously, perhaps still
rrore obviously, canpatible with divine creation. It is also a mis
understanding of DaMn to argue that everything in an organism
rrust have a function or else i t ~d not be there (the fallacy of
IhYferselectionisn"). '!hat, tco, is a view rrore carpatible with
divine creation than evolution. God coold easily have a reason (or
several reasons) for every feature of every organism he has made.

No, the best proof of evolution is ~ect design, solutions
that barely '-"Ork, like the Panda I S thurrb. Having already brought
the thumb together with the other digits (as with rrost marrmals) ,
the panda did not have it available when strnething was needed to
perfonn the functions of a thumb; and so the panda, so to speak,
used another bone to form a sort of thumb, which, however, dces not
~rk very ~l. No divine creator, making the organism all at once,
would have done it that way; Wich is why we may infer evolution
fran i.nperfect design.. ~en we see a collection of carpranises, we
may visualize a historical process, one in which possibilities at
each m::nent were constrained by previous choices. In history , it
is necessary to tinker with the resources at hand, which are rarely
optim:ll. As Gould observes: "Yoo cannot derronstra.te evolution
with perfection because perfection need not have history ...•But,
Da.zwi.n reasoned, if organisms have a history, then ancestral stages
should leave remnants behind. Remnants of the past that don It rrake
sense in present tel::mS - the useless, the odd, the peculiar, the
i.ncongnlOUS - are the signs of history ..••~ history perfects,
it covers its own tracks .••. 'Ihe panda I s IthuIrb

l denonstrates evolu
tion because it is clumsy and built fran an odd part. liB

'Ihe sane rea.saning applies to hyperselectionism: it is the fact
that not everything in an organism contributes to its survival that
serves as evidence for natural history rather than divine creation.
If organisms developed by evolution, then we might expect that serre
features ~d be only the by-product of other features j a feature
that contributes to survival nay bring others along with it. But
once those contingent by-products are present, they nay create the
possibility for new functions and new paths of evolution. 'Ihus,
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each stage of evolution not only closes dc:Jwn sore possibilities but
also creates others, which need not have been there. As a result, no
straight line can be projected frc:rn any m::::m=nt into the future; and
although it might apr;ear that a straight line or prior plan led to
the present, such an interpretation weuld be mistaken.

It is not necessary that everyt.hing in an organism serve a func
tion, it is only necessary that nothing be very dysfunctional. For
that matter, the sane argument applies against social "hyperfunction
alism": not everything in a society has to serve a helpful function
to be there. Rather, practices may continue as long as they are not
SO harmful that people undertake the considerable effort necessary to
get rid of them. The sarre is true of personal habits.

And the evidence for creation by potential is similar: it is not
the passages that seem perfectly designed that are evidence for it,
but those that are not. Tolstoy ~d have us believe, and he crea
ted a text that confiI:ms the belief, that he planted potentials. He
took advantage of eJPFOrtunities for rich scenes and interesting de
vel~ts as they presented themselves, in the process producing new
potentials, at ti..Jres intentionally and at tirres as the byproduct of
exploiting earlier potentials; and so he created a WOt:k with both
realized and unrealized opportunities for patterning and repetitions,
new departures and unexpected changes. He discovered an artistic
rrethod that allowed him to create a work that reads as if there were
no rrethod, a kind of artifice that allowed him to fabricate the life
like as no one had ever done before or has done since.

serialization, I argued, was also exploited for this purpose. 'I11at
is, serialization was not just a f~t of publication but an intrinsic
part of the work itself. As he re:.ninded his readers in Itsare Words,"
and as he had planned fran the outset to remind them in his draft pre
faces, serialization was exploited so that the author could not go
back to correct wi1at he had done before to make it fit what occurred
to him later -- just as one cannot go back in life or history. And
for readers, serialization rrade the experience of encountering each
section essentially different fran reading it as a whole, because when
one knows how rruch of a book one has read one can guess at what com
plications are pJssible. Detective Colanbo cannot have solved the
crirre yet, because we are only half an hour into a tv.D-hour show; this
cannot be Raskolnikov's real confession because the book has three hun
dred pages remaining. For the original readers, War and Peace was not
a very long book but a bcok of indetenni.nate length. SO was Anna Kare
nina, which is why it was so nuch in character for Tolstoy to add a
part eight after many readers thought the bcok had ended (as it could
have)with Anna I s suicide. It was also characteristic of Tolstoy that
part eight of Anna deals with events in the real ~rld that had not
happened yet when part one appeared, which rreans that those events
coold not have been part of the original design. (In writing War and
Peace, set sixty years in the past, Tolstoy did not have this opportu
nity.) But what was part of the original design was the expectation
that unexpected events might be exploited and a rrethod of eattX'sition
adapted to take advantage of such opfX)rtunities should they arise.



Popkin asks sagaciwsly whether such a device nakes War and Peace
"a book that cannot be reread? By knowing its outccme, do we begin
to view its developrents as inevitable?" And are we not deprived of
the sense of indetenninate length? In short; is it p:)ssible to read
the book as Tolstoy intended, and i£ not, why-has it lasted? (Popkin
does not actually ask these last tw:::> questions, but I think she im
plies them.) My~ in brief is that although we cannot fully
capture the original sense of strangeness and indetenni.nate length,
\..e can imagine it if we th.ink to do so. 'l11at is one reason I spent
so ITl1Ch ti.rre in describing the resp:mses of reviewers to the work
when it was still incCllPlete, and why I pay special attention to the
responses of students today who do not know the plot in advance.

I teach a whole course on War and Peace every year, and as the
students read each weekly assigrnrent I am careful not to tell them
what happens next, and to have them record their inpressions as
they go along. And many of them do make the same sort of "mistakes11

as the early reviewers, who, for instance, assurred Dolokhov was to be
equal in importance to Pierre and Prince Andrei. In this respect,
students apprehend the text better than we do, which ought to pranpt
a Tolstoyan question: who should be learning about war and Peace
fran \'.hem?

But What Are the Facts?

'!he fact that Tolstoy claimed to be writi.ng without a preconceived
design, and that the ~:rk gives evidence that this is so, does not
conclusively prove that he actually created the way he said he did.
It is conceivable that he carefully st.ruetJ..lred such an impression in
advance. Even if that \<Jere so, one \'Olld still be mistaken to read
War and Peace as a pre-pla..rmed structure - in the sense that to do
so would be counter to the author's intention. I do not know if Sil
bajoris ~d agree with Ire on that point, but I imagine he would
agree that it would be of great interest to know whether Tolstoy ac
tually or only ostensibly created by potential.

To an~ this question, I turned to the notel:::oaks and drafts,
which I found bewildering, and to several studies, including Eichen
baum's, which Any paraphrases so acutely. As might have been expec
ted, I found m:my disagreerrents ammg the textual scholars. By far
the ITOst convincing solutions were to be fo.md in KathrYn Feuer's
unsm:pa.ssed dissertation on the topic. 9 But even th.i.s study did not
~ my question, and I began to ~der whether it was ansr.verable
at all.

A quandary presented itself. What \O.lld count as evidence that
Tolstoy did not know in advance what \<Olld happen next? Cbviously,
there cannot be negative evidence - any rrore than one can tell us
\'.hat one is not presently thinking aboutj there could only be the
absence of positive evidence. And the absence of positive evidence
VOlld still not prove the case that Tolstoy did not know in advance
\'.hat "WO.l1d happen to his characters, because it is always possible
that he did know but did not write it down. en the other hand, one
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could reverse the question and try to dem::mstrate that Tolstoy did
plan falsely to create the irrpression that his -...ork was unplanned in
the usual sense. Of course, even if one found such a direct state
rrent, it, too, might turn out to be false. But in fact I found no
such staterrent, and the evidence I did find was ambiguous, which is
to say, like rrost doct.ments about the creative process, it lends it
self easily to anithetical interpretations.

Let rre provide an example. Might the notel:xxlks not contain plans
for future action? Yes, in fact they typically contain many such
plans for actions that do and. do not eventually occur in the book as
it eventually carre to be published. The problem, h~ver, is that
such plans are fully compatible with creation by potential. In fact,
War and Peace explicitly discusses the logical problems with drawing
inferences fran such evidence. After an event, Tolstoy repeatedly ob
serves, one can always find "evidence" that sareone "predicted" it be
cause there are always so many predictions or intirra.tions of predic
tions that one of them is bound to cane true no rretter what, at least
rrost of the ti.rre; and we v.ould be likely to rerrerober only such instan
ces in any case. But what about all those predictions that did not
care true?

And what are the status of plans for actions that do not happen in
the published text? Is it not possible that they ~e not intended to
dictate futllre action but rather to understand present rrorrents? For
one way in which ~ do understand any present rrr::::m:mt is to imagine what
might happen as a result of it; and to envision a character in a rich
way it might v.ell be helpful to understand who he is by outlining sare
possibilities of what he might do without ever assuming that he -...ould
have to do those and only tho.::'? t-l-):i.ngs. Even in life, we understand
people by considering what they :re capable of, without believing they
will necessarily do what they are capable of. Of course, they might
actually do sane of those things, as Tolstoy' 5 characters might ful
fill sane of those "plans." But such an outccrre ...ulld in no way indi
cate that the "plans" were intended to predet.ennine what the characters
had to do. Tolstoy might still have created with a nultiplicity of
fCssible outcares in mind and the readiness to devise a new one if oc
casion suggested it -- nuch as he "pardoned" Prince Andrei after Auster
litz and allONed Vronsky to camd.t and recover fran attempted suicide.
Did Karenin have to forgive Anr.a a.t her bedside? Did Kuragin have to
lose a leg? Did Petya have to die? Might Prince Andrei have confron
ted Prince Dolgomky, and ·could Ramballe have care back to play a role
in the action, as sane of the "plans" sean to indicate?

It is not unccmron for writers to alte:i:- their plans in the course of
creation. 'Ihe phenarenon is hardly unique to Tolstoy. But what is un
usual about Tolstoy is that he created (or clairred to have created) 50

as to change his mind in that way I and to take rraximal advantage of 
such unforeseen opportunities. Whether he actually did so I cannot yet
decide.



Reading, OITerreadi.ng, and Underrea.din;J i or, Who is to Blane?

I confess to my greatest disccmfort when Popkin quoted my earlier
tx::x:lk, 'lhe Boundaries of Genre, and asked 1m heM I toO.lld square my two
theories. For in Bamdaries I argued that to read a f,o,Ork as literary
is to read it as carplete i and II if a w:>rk is assurred to be carplete,
we are justified in hypothesizing the thatatic and fonnal relevance
of all of its details. '!his is not to say that all of its details
will necessarily be equally relevant ..••On the contrazy I to identi
fy a structure of a W'Ork is to construct a hierarchy of relevance
that makes sore of its details central and others peripheral. No de
tail, h~ver, can be ccnt>letely irrelevant..•. It may be observed, in
fact, that a large part of the pleasure of reading literature derives
fran the identification of that structure, fran the proc:ess of order
ing through \-Which ~ perceive or postulate the wholeness of a text ...
'l11e way readers go abou.t this process of ordering, it should be not
ed, is not a constant.•.. (But] SO long as the ~k is read as litera
ture at all, readers will seek an integral design and postulate a
structure so as to reward that search. ulO

In light of Popkin's question, we may ask: How is this staterrent
to be reconciled with (1) the prejudice of prosaics against perfect
design, and (2) the theory of creation by potential, with its insis
tence on details that tum out to be irrelevant? Irina Paperno
asked TIE rruch the sane thing in different words. And when I read
Popkin I s contrast of my two stat.errents, I did what any theorist
would do in such circumstances: I squinred.

Up to a point, I could reconcile the two statements by shifting
the emphasis of the first. But in a larger sense, Popkin is right.
If the ~ staterrents can be reconciled in tenns of explicit theory,
they are nevertheless very di£ferent in spirit. And when it cares to
tracing the inplication of theories, the spirit is often as .i.np:>rtant
as the letter.

Over the years, I have obviously, bit by bit and tiny alteration
by tiny alteration, chan;red my mind. I iJragine I will probably do
so again. 01e reason I changing my mind was working on Tolstoy,
Bakhtin, and prosaiCSi another was my continued work with my favorite
topic in literary theory, the nature of the creative prcx:ess. A state
rrent abalt literary structure is iJ11pliciUy a staterrent al::oJt author
ial control, and therefore, abaJ.t how that control was exercised. To
describe how a text is "TTBde" is to int>ly sanething' about the proc:ess
of its making. Tolstoy apparently felt as ItUCh, mich is, I suppose,
\J1y his essay on war and Peace includes a statem:mt about how he was
writing it. It ~d take Ire too far afield to discuss this problem
in greater detail than I do in Hidden, rot in light of these questions,
let Ire now sort out how I ~d presently refotnUlate my statenents
in Boundaries.

First, about the search for order in a text. I still believe that
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when readers interpret a text, they v.DU1d be wise to seek the place
of each apparently irrelevant detail in a larger design of sane sort.
But I ~d now caution that there is no guarantee they will find
that place. The lack: of such a guarantee is the consequence not on-
ly of an inevitable lack of sene crucial evidence, but also, and rrore
irrportantly, of the prosaic fact that a work of hunan hands is extrerre
ly unlikely to be p;rfect. 'Ihat is especially true of a long novel
written over many years.

I suppose that for any detail we may readily identi£y in a sonnet,
the author may have imagined a place for it. But when we are dealing
with a thcusand-page novel written over five years, let us say, such
perfection is a.l.rrost inconceivable. Tolstoy makes Natasha age rrore
in a given number of years than the number of years that have elapsed.
Serre semiotic totalitarian or textual hype.rselectionist, who assurred
that for evexy feature there IlUlSt be a good structural reason, might
detect a sort of surrealist symbolism here, but I think that wculd be
a classic case of overreading brought on by the refusal to recognize
the limits of planning and the presence of accident, contingency, and
(just plain) mistakes. MerrDry fails, control lapses. As every proof
reader knows, texts rerrain imperfect, and the very activity of cor
recting mistakes introduces new ones. Fortunately, we usually do not
notice such lapses, because if they ~e easily noticeable the author
\\Ollld probably have noticed them too and corrected them - unless so
nany other things ~d have to change in consequence (wc.uld Andrei
have to give up proposing to Natasha. if she had aged at the normal
rate?) that the author prefers the mistake to the correction.

In any (or a.l.nost any) long or sufficiently carplex work, there lTU.lst
be many such mistakes that even if noticed detract fran the work very
little or not at all, and there [T\ay also be mistakes that do detract
fran it. That is, ~ really need at least three categories --details
that contribute to the design; mistakes that if noticed detract fran
it; and neutral features that are neither functional nor dysfunctional.
In effect, Jonathan CUller r s attack on Reman Jakobsen I 5 way of reading
poems may be seen as a principled ?uspiciousness of how Jakobsen makes
every neutral elerrent functional, 11 which is another type of overread
ing no less exasperating than that of turning actual flaws into vutues.

Interpretation is a risky business. Not only do critics risk over
reading, but they also face the possibility of underreading. '!he his
tory of interpretation is filled with instances in which critics dis
missed as a flaw what later was shown convincingly to be a well-planned
effect. In such cases, previous critics are usually shown to have
failed to consider the sort of design the author had in mind; looking
for one kind of order, they dismissed as unnecessary a detail that finds
its signliicance in a different kind. 'ttle history of criticism of rrost
crnplex works, War and Peace included, is bound. to include numerous
cases of both underreacting and overreading.

How, then, are we to tell which is which, and whether a given text
ual feature is functional, dysfunctional, or neutral? Is there a Method
for doing so, a 'Iheory that can serve as a court of appeals? Prosaics



answers that there can probably be no nan-trivial fonru..lation of such
a theory, no rules that can help us in all but the simplest cases I

which are unlikely to be trcubling anyway. What.....e can do is offer
a few general guidelines that tm.y remind us of past experience and a
few tricks of the trade that have proven useful in safe difficult
situations~ but .....e nust ulti.rrately trust to all" sensitivity to each
text. '!hat sensitivity, which is the product of experience, is, like
a good ethical sense, unfonnalizable. It is what a literary educa
tion seeks (or should seek) to convey. '!here is no "alibi" for it.

If the significance of details is not guaranteed in advance, then
Wrrj should readers nevertheless ''hypothesize II order, as I still
think they should? 'Ihe answer is practical: If order does exist, if
a detail does have an unsuspected place, we are unlikely to find
that place unless 'foe look for it. 'lbe reason to postulate order,
then, is not that it is guaranteed but that there is no equally good
way to find it if it should be there. 'lb cite Bakhtin: Order is
"not given but posited" [ne dan, a razdanl. 'n1e FOstulate of order
is heuristic, which is to say, a good bet. But ~ should always be
alert to the possibility a given detaiJ. cclli.d really be neutral or
dysfunctional, that there rray be no gocx:'l reason for its presence.
SUch alertness nay guard us frem strained ieadings reccmrended only
by their justification of a favored author, or by the consolation
they provide to those who need to believe in perfect design, or by
their exhibition of sheer cleverness, or by their conformity to
scrte currently orthcdox theory, ideology, or FOlitical prejudice.

When I say that postulating order in a literary ~rk is a "good
oot," I rrean that literary v.urks tend to be a lot rrore ordered
than historical pericxls, sa::ieties, or on ongoing lives. '!hat is
....nat prosaics \toOllld lead us to expect, because in a ~rld that is
always ITOre or less rressy order results fran hard 'NOrk. And liter
ary ~rks are characteristically the prcduct of such work. We
cannot tTake our live.s into a work of art, as one of Dostoevsky's
characters counsels, because we cannot go over each "scene" many
t.iJres, pe.rfonn the neglected better action, adjust the pictures on
the wall to suggest an i:ronic second rreaning to our choice, or
make the responses of other people fit. In life, each rrarent is
unrepeatable, as Bakhtin would say. B.1t the creation of a.rt:"-Orks
allCMS for such re'vllOrkings when they '-'wO.l.ld be helpful. So it is
hardly surprising that artw:lrks \oO.lld be rrore ordered than experi
ence; indeed, that is one reason we read artworks. And artworks
require such orderliness because they are typically designed to be
of interest in diverse contexts and periods and 50 rru.st. be rraxi
mally efficient and patterned. But I doubt that very many, if any,
~rks are Ferlect1y patterned.

Because a rretaphysical p:lem by n:xme or a lyric by Pushkin is
likely to be rrore ordered than anything in human history, the ten
dency of sore theoretical schools to read histDrical pericds and
contexts like rretaphysical poems strikes rre as intuitively suspect.
For what coo.ld provide such order, what eli.minates the rressiness of
life, who is the grand historical artificer analcgous to an author
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and capable of perfect design? Behind such theories lies an impli
cit appeal to Gcx:l J or to a leap of faith in historical laws explain
ing everything, or to sare sort of gigantic conspiracy. 'This way of
reading_history Itas a textII or as a poem is another fODn of "hyper
selectionism" and as such, is close in spirit and often in practice
to conspiracy logic. Historical periods as seamless texts in which
the lTOst unexpected details tunl out to fit; the psyche as a whole
with no genuine accidents or contingencies; the sort of nasonic nu
rrerolo;r.j that captivates "1' Russe Besouhof It; the IT'Odel of events
offered in 'Ihe Protocols of the Elders of Zion - all these fo:rms
of semiotic totalitarianism, so influential in our t.i.rre, gain their
plausibility from the unprosaic assumption of an underlying Order
behind all app:1.rently messy or contingent circumstances.

I do not irragi.ne that the 'I1.Drld is fundamentally chaotic, only
that it is never fully ordered; it contains clumpings -- in fact,
rrany divergent clumpings - of relative orderliness, aggregates of
regularity in canpetition with and canpletely unrelated to each oth
er, and sore randan elerrents that are about to be incorporated into
or have just been "excorporated" fran serre aggregate of order, whose
relative orderliness nay have been sarewhat unsettled in the process.

~ere Dostoevsky and Tolstoy Sbmlbles

Which brings me by yet another route to the problem of creation by
potential. ~en 'TOlstoy wrote War and Peace and Anna Karenina, and
when Ibstoevsky devised The Diary of a Writer, they hit up::m the idea
of exploiting unforseen elerrents of the creative process to establish
a different concept of authorial design. 'Ihe Di.a:cy daringly prqx:>ses
to rrake contingent events of onqoL-.g history central to its design;
War and Peace develops the u...l1SW~C--:'ed p:Jtentials of its own events.
'!hus the design of War and Pea.ce is :fund.anen:tally different fran that
of ~rks that were either 1TIade, or designed to be read as if they \Yere
made, according to a pre-planned structure; our sense of a process
with unforseeable results becares a part of our experience of the 'I1.Drk.
With any w:>rk, a plot sunmary leaves out irrportant elerrents, but in
War and Peace the violation is different in kind and so rmch greater in
degree, because I by leaving out the II irrelevant" events and the unex
plaited potentials, it tends to reduce the work to a "structure II in the
narrow sense.

'Ihus I ~d not say that War and Peace does not have a structure
(in the sense specified) but it dces have a design. It has elem=nts
that ~d fit into a structure and elerrents that ~d be irrelevant
to a structure but are still relevant to the \'tOrk I s special design. '!he
question therefore arises as to whether the k.i..nd of design Tolstoy uses
could in principle contain events that are irrelevant not on!y to the
structure but also to its design. '!hat is, could war and Peace contain
tIuly irrelevant events? Or does the special status the ~rk grants
to II irrelevance" preclude genuine irrelevance?

My ~r is that genuine irrelevance is not precluded. Even this
rrethod does m3.k.e anything a sure bet. Not everything could have fit



into War and Peace, becallse its principle of design has its own rig
orous integrity. '!he author had to be true to his process of crea
tion 1 and to do so was an enterprise no less demanding 1 and I sus
pect nuch m:>re dananding, than creation by structure. If Tolstoy
had chosen events that were not rich in potential - that closed
~ or eliminated future possibilities - the \IoOrk ~d have failed;
and perhaps that is one reason he abandoned sore earlier projects,
such as the longer work of which 'Ihe COssacks was to have been a part
or his projected novel about a "Russian landowner." (Ka:th~ Feuer is
particularly perceptive with regard to the relation of War and Peace
to these earlier projects.)

Indeed, we have in Russian literature an exarrple of an artistic
failure based on a version of this rrethod: '!he Diary of a writer,
which sucCl.lITbed to ~t (in Boundaries) I call "generic risks. It £Very
set of constraints that creates the possibility of success also cre
ates possibilities for failure, and I .i.rragine that no one, least of
all myself, vnlld proclaim '!he Diary an artistic success in the sense
that War and Peace or Eugene Oneg-in are. One~e of that failure
is that very few readers have recognized that the Diary was intended
to be an artistic work at all: the to.'Ork might have been called, as
Mark '!Wain called one of his stories, "'!he Private History of a cam
paign that Failed. n

A reason for this failure is readily apparent. As I understand it,
J:):)stoevsky I s design was to create for each issue of the Diary a rrelange
of genres fran ongoing events in the press and fran the vagaries of his
own creative laboratory. A network of possible relations arrong the
different pieces was to be detectable in each issue, and across issues
over tilTe. '1b a great extent, this design does govern the issues of
January, February, and March 1876, but by the middle of 1877, rrere p0

lemic has ovenJhel.med evezything else. So nuch has becare irrelevant
to the to.'Ork I s already open design that the design has faded fram view,
even for those who attempt to detect it. It ~d of course be theore
tically possible to find an artistic reason for the work I s execrescen
ces, but I imagine only those with the supreme confidence of a semio
tic totalitarian would argue that the Di.al:y is a success even in its
own terms. As an innovative art\toOrk, '!he Diary of a Writer is inter
esting priJrarily for the ooldness of its attenpt and the instructive
nature of its failure, but not for its success in fulfilling its de
sign.

Are there any places ~ere war and Peace also fails in this way, if
not to this degree? I think there are, and one regret I have about
Hidden is that I was so intent to explicate the nature of the work I s
design and the way in which it works itself out where it succeeds (as
it generally does), that I did not point out instances that either do
not fit or do not fit as well as they might.

'!be argurrent that follows is pure speculation on It¥ part. What may
have happened in the course of wri~ war and. Peace is that not only
did events have unforeseen consequences (as Tolstoy I S design darands)
but that the design itself turned oot to change, bit by bit, in
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unforeseen ways, thus creating a new and different kind of problem.
Specifically, it seems to me that the ~rl< began with a sense of his
torical scepticism and a sense that this scepticism demanded a radi
cally new kind of narrative, but that before long it led to a total
historical nihilism, which in turn led to still rrore radical changes
in narrative design. In particular, it seems tD rne that the early
~rtions of the }::XX:)k, at least through Schongraben and perhaps through
Austerlitz, do not evince that total rejection of causal explanations
evident later. It is as if in the process of writing, Tolstoy I s own
work led him further than he had intended. Fortunately, the changes
~e gradual, and so the design alters in a srrooth curve; the differ
ences are apparent only across hundreds of pages. B.J.t I do feel now
that the earliest portions of the book are SCXT'eNhat inconsistent with
later portions.

I th.ink Eichenbaum, whose views Any has so deftly paraphrased and
analyzed, was mistaken when he argued that Tolstoy changed abruptly
from an intention to write an English family novel in the style of
Trollope to a very di£ferent intention to crnpose an epic. I do not
think he ever intended either one, and, rrore important, I see no abrupt
changes, B.J.t I do think Eichenbawn was correct in seeing serre sort
of inconsistency, and in suggesting that the problem of the work I s u
nity becares suprerrely interesting, especially because the change did
not make the work a failure. My purely speculative guess is that Tol
stoy, like Kutuzov and lbstov, was suprerrely good at solving problems
as they presented themselves, and that he realized he could make sub
tle changes in design work, if they were not too abrupt. If Dostoevsky
had done the sarre, the Diazy might not have hecare an artistic failure.

A second exarrple of a section that rray partially exceed even the 0

pen design of War and Peace is the farrous secorrl part of the epilogue.
I am at a loss to give a reason why I think so, except intuition, rea
derly dissatisfaction, and a sense when I am teaching that beyond the
second part I s first few chapters, nothing nuch would be lost by not
paying as much attention to it as I do the other essays in War and
Peace. Perhaps that is why in other plans and versions 'IbIstoy' made
the second part of the epilogue the first part, and in one edition
rroved it and other essays to an appendix, only to allow it to be re
stored later.

'!he number of changes that 'Iblstoy rra.de or allowed to be made in
varioo.s editions has pranpted Eichenbaum to contend that War and Peace
is sarehow special in that there can be no definitive edition of it.
As Eichenbaum states it, the argument is unsatisfying because many
works go through variants, am. so the problem is hardly unique to war
and Peace. And yet, I think, Eichenbaum did hit on sanething impor
tant. What if - rrore pure speculation - the changing editions of
the book were a sort of- continuation of the process that made it to be
gin with? What if new editions were a fom of serialization by other
rreans? Perhaps continuous re-designing, potentially without end, is
sorrehow deeply in spirit with the~ as a \'chole?



Closure and Aperture

'n1ese speculations bring rre to another question that has troubled
reviewers (for exarrple, Helena Goscilo, review in Russian Literature
Tri~ly, Spring 1988, pp. 236-7) as ~ll as other readers. I have
in mind the problem of closure in war and Peace, or as W'e might say
in this case, its aperture.

As the tel:rn closure is used in Barbara Herrnstein Smith IS Poetic
Closure: A Sbldy of How Poems End, it refers to the cc::rrpletion of a
structure: "Closure occurs when the concluding portion of a poem cre
ates in the reader a sense of appropriate cessation. It announces
and justifies the absence of further developrent; it reinforces the
feeling of finality, carpleteness, and carposure, which we value in
all ~rks of art~ and it ,gives ultimate unity and conherence to the
reader's experience of a poem by providing a point fran which all the
preceding elerrents may be viewed ccrnprehensively and their relations
grasped as part of a signi£icant design. n 12 SIni.th 's reasoning is
very close to that of Russian Formalist discussions, especially when
she discusses anti-closure, which, like the Formalists, she describes
as just another fo:rm of closure. Fran the perspective of Smith and
the Formalists, that ~d have to be the case, because the 'WOrk could
not function as one if it genuinely lacked closure. Anti-closure ccm
pletes a stIucture by ostentatioosly failing to carplete it, and its
wit derives fran the fact that this supposed violation actually fits
the nonn.

'n1us, fran this standpoint, the existence of the poem as a poem
per se creates a closural demand: It'!'he poem's status and effect as art,
and the reader's sense of its closural adequacy, are, then rrn.Jt:ually re
inforcing and to sane extent mutually dependent. 'ttle possibility and
significance of precisely that relationship between closure and art
cc::rrprise, p:rhaps, the rrajor burden of our argurrent throughout these
pages II (Closure, 260).

It is easy to provide exa:rrples of anti-closure that ~d justify
this description: the endings to Dostoevsky I 5 Notes fran Underground,
to Gogol' s "IVan Fyodorovich Shponka and His Aunt," and to MaJ:k 'J:\.1ain' 5

"A Story Without an End" and itA ~ieval Rcmance lt care readily to mind.
Robert BelknaP has argued that 'ttle Brothers I<ararrazov was designed nuch
the sarre way.13 Other camon exarrrples are rarantic~ (including ,
"Kubla Rhan"?) that drarratize the whimsicality of inspiration by sud
denly breaking off. Anti-closure not only affinns structure but is
inconceivable without it.

W1.at is right about the traditional position, then, is its identi
fication of anti-closure as a fotlll. of closure. What is wrong with it
is its assurrption that these alternatives are exhaustive and that in
principle a ~rk of art could not have significant design without re
quiring closure (or anti-closure). And supporting this assurrption is
another one, which equates signilicant design with "structure. I'
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War and Peace does not use anti-closure because it does not use
closure at all. Because-it replaces structure with a different sort
of design, Tolstoy's w:Jrk does away with closure and so does away with
anti-closure. Not only is closure not necessary for this YtDrk, it
\'.OUld violate its design. Let rre here cite one of Tolstoy's own com
rrents in one of the drafts for an introduction to War and Peace:

I cannot detennine how IlU.lCh of my w:Jrk will consist of what
is nON being published, because I do not )mow myself and can
not foresee what dirrensions my work will asSUIre.

My task is to describe the life and the encounters of cer
tain people in the j;:ericd 1805-1856. I know that if I were
cx::::cupied exclusively with that work and if that work of mine
were carried on under the rrost favorable conditions, I should
still hardly be in a psoition to complete my task. But pro
vided that I write it as I want to, I am convinced that inter
est in my story will not cease when a given section is ccmple
ted, and I am striving toWard this end. It seems to rre that
if my work is of any interest, then the reader's interest
will not only be gratified at the end of each part of the work
but will also continue. As a result of this special quality,
this work cannot be called a novel.

Because if this special quality, I think that this work can
be printed in separate parts without in any way losing the
reader's interest and without inciting the reader to read
the subsequent parts.

It will not be pcssible to read the second part without
having read the first, but having read the first, it will be
very possible not to read the second .14

It is fairly remarkable for an o,u-r"::lor to announce not only he deliber
ately does not kna.v where he is going but also that the reader need not
read subsequent parts, which, after all, the author might just as ~l
not have written. And all this is part of the author's design, a de
sign neither requiring nor tolerating structural closure.

And yet it does require a unity, which in this case derives fran our
sense of a consistent project. Unity without closure is :irrpossible for
a work with structure but it is a necessity for a successful work crea
ted as War and Peace was created, by PJtentials. In place of closure,
~ are given IIaperture. "

By "aperture" I rrean that the ~rk lacks a special place where it
can be assessed as a whole requiring (as Aristotle said of endings)
nothing that follows. There is never a point, nor is there a need for
a point, "from which all the preceding elerrents may be viewed corrprehen
sively and their relations grasped" in a way that "announces and justi
fies the absence of further developnent." 'Ihe work neither pranises nor
provides nor in prinviple tolerates a rrarent when all the threads are
tied, when a continuation "might be the subject of a new story, but our
present story is ended" (last sentence of Crirre and Punishrrent. War and
Peace is written so that it might go on forever, not as a very long work,
but as a work of indetenninate length.



Stated positively, aperture invites us to fo.rm a relative closure
at several points, each of which could be a sort of ending, at least
as nuch of an ending as we are ever going to get. At the end of each
instal1..m=nt, for instance I we may assess events and their patterning,
and VJe rrey do the sane at the "close ll of the \o,Urk, \<oh.i.ch beccrres just
the last of these installrrents ~ happen to have. At each of these
points, sate things but not everything will tie together, and we know
that the \o,Urk. in principle could continue. If it does, then events
that had one significance may acquire another, and events that led
nowhere might (or might not) turn out to lead ~ere. What \".Qlld
have been the status of Prince Andrei in War and Peace if it had con
tinued, as Tolstoy considered, until 1856? George Steiner asks: why
could there not have been a ninth part of Anna Karenina? To read the
work with aperture is to recognize that there could have been; and
if there had been one, we would be encouraged to ask the same question
about a possible tenth part. 'n1is sense of aperture is integral to
any v.ork successfully created with a design of open potentials rather
than a pre-planned structure.

If this series of tentative considerations of uncrnpleted -pattern
ing seems an odd way to assess m:an.ing, we might reflect that in our
own lives that is what we often do - indeed, have no choice but to
do. Herodotus and Greek tragedy teach us the danger of such assess
rrents, which rray always seem fCX)lish in light of later events: "count
no nan happy until he is dead. 11 I think this fornulation, for all of
its wise caution against underestimating change, is profoundly mis
taken, because it enjoins us to assess each life, and each action in
a life, as it is never experienced. As Bakhtin would say, it teaches
us to treat lives as totally "finalized," but htmlraIl life as we live
it and cannot help living it is tmfinalizable. My CClTt'leted death
is not an event in my C1.NTl life. And it is, of ca.rrse, utterly impos
sible to reflect on ourselves after we are dead. ('!he problem does
not change if there is an afterlile, which ~d, after all be a part
of our whole lives, and the judgments we rrake in it would themselves
be part of what \oo1e are judging.) Tolstoy perhaps has such considera
tions in mind when he describes the~ Prince Andrei trying to
i.Iragine the world without him, which is in principle impossible, be
cause Andrei ~d at least have to be present as an observer.

Prosaics would teach us both the value and the limitations of as
sessing in process. And Tolstoy's fictions, with their design of
aperture, rrake both a part of the experience of reading. To have cap
tured this aspect of living was a rermrkable achievrrent of Tolstoy 1 5,

and constitutes another reason why his two great novels are the rrost
realistic works ever written.

Other WOrks, other Values, Other sources of Interest

Popkin asks whether, on the basis of realism, I rrean to reject work
not created as Tolstoy created War and Peace, ~ther we nust "relin
quish the very possibility of a 'good read' in favor of Truth?" Must
works that are structurally neat sarehow be regarded as superseded?"
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She and others have also asked TNi1ether prosaics dictates a rejection
of poetry. 'n1e answer to all of these questions is no.

we read lit.era.zy ~rks for many reasons, and we derive different
kinds of wisdan and pleasure fran them. Realism in the Tolstbyan sense
is only one criterion; the saIre may be said of an understanding of eth
ical problems as prosaically carplex and unforrnalizable.

In elaborating his prosaics, and in celebrating novelistic discourse,
sense of character, and chronotope, Bakhtin did not rrean to enjoin us
never to read poetry. He meant to stress that great novels contain a
depth and wisdan to which ~ have not paid sufficient critical atten
tion and which cannot be adequately understood i£ we apply nm:m.s and
practices derived fran a reading of poetIy. 'That does not rrean that p0

etry, epic, and other genres do not have theiI own profound lessons to
teach us. certain genres are best at sare things, others at others; and
sane critical practices offer a better starting point than others for
approaching given kinds of texts. If Bakhtin not only described novels
but also celebrated them as the greatest achivement of Western thought,
it was because they ~e best at the problems that rrost concerned him,
especially ethics. But there are many reasons to read literature and
novels will not satisfy all of them.

one reason I feel so strongly about prosaics is that the world of
"theory" today is so captivated by the dramatic, the ideological, the
semioti.cally totalitarian and the totally relativist. z.tj enthusiasn
for Bakhtin derives in part fran my sense that his "prosaics" offers an
alternative to theory and the study of literabJre as it is now usually
understood in departrrents of English and Crnparative Literature (though
rrercifully not in Slavic departments). I am rather wryly aware that
the tone with which I advocate prosaics is~t out of keeping with
prosaics itself, and I iIragine that the various reviewers here assembled
are responding, very apt!y, to this discrepancy.

In another review, Michael Andre Bernstein writes: "isn't 'prosaics,'
by its very articulation as a general theory, in danger of becani.ng just
another kind of •semiotic totalitarianism, t doared to discover its own
self-confinning uuth in every circumstance?" Yes, that is a danger,
though not an inevitability. Perhaps an cnereness of the danger may aid
in avoiding it, but as prosaics itself teaches, there are no guarantees.
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